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Delivering Quality.
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“This plan seeks to ensure that new building in the Plan area benefits 
from high quality design so that it blends sympathetically with 
existing architecture, has a low carbon footprint, avoids excessive 
use of other resources both during building and operation…..“ 
Ashby De La Zouch Neighbourhood Plan 2011-2031
Section 4.1. f) Design.



1.1 | Vision 1.2 | Use

This masterplan and design code will inform 
the delivery of a sustainable, high quality new 
neighbourhood at Money Hill. It is a masterplan 
and design code that provides clear briefing 
on how to achieve an urban area that is:-

• Respectful of its setting in the landscape; 

• Responsive to the setting of Ashby de la Zouch;

• Flexible enough to adapt to future demands; 

• Memorable, with distinctive buildings 
and public spaces; and

• A benefit to existing and new residents with a 
balance of new homes and social amenities.

The masterplan and design code together will provide 
the opportunity to understand what North West 
Leicestershire District Council (NWLDC) expect on 
design quality. NWLDC see design quality as equally 
important as other pressures, particularly when 
balancing this requirement against time and cost.

NWLDC will expect:

• This short and concise document to be used 
by developers and their design teams;

• All reserved matters applications to wholly 
comply with the masterplan and design code;

• That proposals demonstrate a commitment 
to quality and that measures are in place 
to realise this commitment; and,

• That proposals are communicated effectively 
to demonstrate compliance and quality.

This document must also be read in conjunction 
with NWLDC’s Good Design SPD and the 
Ashby de la Zouch Neighbourhood Plan (2011-
2031), with reserved matters applications 
adhering to the guidance they provide. 
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DESIGN

CODE

QUALITY

COSTTIME

Do what it says 
on the tin

QUALITY

COSTTIME

We must 
ensure quality

We must make 
sure it’s cost 

effective

We must ensure 
housing delivery

This Masterplan and Design Code has been 
produced to discharge Conditions 5 and 8 
of 15/00512/OUTM.

This document has been prepared in collaboration 
with NWLDC. It must also be read in conjunction 
with NWLDC’s Good Design SPD and the Ashby 
de la Zouch Neighbourhood Plan (2011-2031), 
with reserved matters applications adhering to the 
guidance they provide.



The Masterplan.

2.
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2.1 | The Masterplan

This is the framework. 

It sets out land uses, movement 
networks, the amount of 
development, landscape 
structure and phasing.

This masterplan and items in the key must be 

read in conjunction with the design code, which 

provides further detail on character, including 

the quality of buildings, landscape and streets.
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2.2 | The Masterplan

No. of dwellings 
& massing

Phasing

Phase 1

Including s106 funded link 
upgrade to North Street

2 storey
If densities vary from this table due to 
the influence of ‘Focal Spaces’, (see 
Section 3.5 pages 32-41) compensating 
increases or decreased will be 
required in neighbouring parcels.

Phase 2

2.5 storey

2.5-3 storey

Phase 3

3 storey

Phase 4

2 storey
max 6m to eave

max 11.2m to ridge

21/2 storey
max 6m to eave

max 11.2m to ridge

3 storey
max 9m to eave

max 14.2m to ridge Parcel Size 
(Ha)

Dwellings Density 
(D/HA)

R1 1.29 45 35

R2 0.81 28 35

R3A 1.78 63 35

R3B 0.88 31 35

R4A 1.99 69 35

R4B 1.56 55 35

R5A 0.41 14 35

R5B 1.11 39 35

R5C 3.20 112 35

R6A 1.44 51 35

R6B 1.40 49 35



2.2 | The Masterplan

Land Use

Residential (18.05 Ha)

Pedestrian and cycle links on 
street and in open space, linking 
to networks beyond the site

Primary Street network 
allowing for bus route

Trim Trail Route

3m combined pedestrian / cycle route

Secondary Street

Secondary Street 
allowing for bus route

Bus stop location (including 
400m catchment)

School (2Ha)

Car Park (150 spaces as per s106)

Care/residential (0.62 Ha) (space 
available for community hall)

Local Centre (0.12 Ha integrated into 
housing parcels) Not more than 560 
sqm, and including potential for nursery.

Movement

Detail on pages 
14-15 & 20-31
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Landscape

Part of National Forest 
Area (12.3 Ha)
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2.2 | The Masterplan
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Future phase not forming 
part of this masterplan

Future phase not forming 
part of this masterplan



The Design Code.

3.
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“Policy H2: Requirement for Masterplan – The allocation at 
Policy H1 will be supported if; g: - A Design Code is agreed 
to ensure the delivery of the urban design objectives and 
demonstrating consistency in design between all the developers 
on the site and across the different phases of development.”
# Ashby De La Zouch Neighbourhood Plan 2011-2031 
Section 4.2. b) Sustainable Housing Growth



3.1 | Introduction

This provides the detail.

It sets out: connections, layout 
principles, streets, focal spaces, 
views, quality of buildings, 
materials, parking and waste 
collection.
 
This Design Code must be read in conjunction with 

the Money Hill Masterplan produced to discharge 

Condition 5 (page 11). 
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3.2 | Connections

3.8 | Materials3.6 | Views 3.9 | Parking & 

Waste Collection

3.4 | Streets3.3 | Layout 

Principles

3.5 | Focal Spaces

3.7 | Quality 

of Buildings



The Coal Road

A combined 3m pedestrian and cycleway of retained 

concrete surface in a restored state.

MOVEMENT

Pedestrian links

2m wide. Footway on street or bound aggregate surface 
in open space with connections to streets. Must include 
links to footpaths 080 089 and Ivanhoe Way.

Pedestrian / Cycle links

3m combined pedestrian cycle routes must be provided 
as per the plan on p.15 as a minimum.

Trim Trail

Through areas of open space, linking the two footpaths 
entering the site. Equipped to encourage play and 

exercise for all ages.
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3.2 | Connections

MAIN STREET

This will allow bus connections to residents in to the town 

centre and surrounding neighbourhoods. 

BUS STOPS

Indicative bus stop locations are included. The route has 

been aligned to serve the range of land uses, including 

the proposed school. 

SPECIAL AREA OF MOVEMENT CONNECTION

Pedestrian, cycle and bus connections 
must be made in accordance to the plan 
overleaf as a minimum. They must be 
continuous and uninterrupted, producing 
a seamless connected network of streets 
and footpaths, with development facing 
on to open spaces and parkland served 
by adopted streets.

Reduce clutter to avoid poor integration The movement routes above must connect 

beyond the site at these locations.

Must provide pedestrian movement route up 

to Ivanhoe College boundary. Connection in to 

school subject to future negotiation.

Parcel developers must provide links to strategic 

pedestrian and cycle movement routes, as well as 

adjacent parcels and strategic landscape at their 

perimeter.

Nottingham Road Gateway - as detailed in 
the DAS and Transport Statement submitted  
as part of the outline approval.

CONNECTING BEYOND THE SITE BOUNDARY LINE 

Delivering consistent layout design

The Coal Road
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Future phase not forming 
part of this design code

Future phase not forming part 
of this design code
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3.3 | Layout Principles

PERIMETER BLOCKS

The perimeter block arrangements are set out in the 

Condition 5 Masterplan (pages 9 + 11). Compliance to 

the whole is required.

Using the streets and footpaths within the movement 

plan as a base, a series of blocks envisage where 

centre lines of routes are, around 50-65m apart, to 

form a grid. This will allow for the layout of buildings 

to include public fronts and private backs. Corner 

buildings will be designed as specials. Public fronts 

will provide overlooking (i.e. natural surveillance) of the 

street. Each block will be designed to ensure it is easy 

to find your way around.

PUBLIC & PRIVATE SPACE

Dwellings will provide a clear definition between the 

public space of the street, the private space of the 

interior of the house and the external space of rear 

gardens. The majority of dwellings will follow this 

pattern. 

In the majority of cases, layouts will form continuous 

fronts and backs in order to generate a consistent 

level of privacy. Windows will ensure privacy with the 

dwelling whist allowing overlooking of the street by 

occupiers.

Perimeter block cross section showing back to back private rear 
gardens and public frontages  

public front private back private back public front

Road centreline

50-65m

Public front

Marker corners
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CORNER BUILDINGS

Corner buildings are visually prominent and must have 

two frontages facing the predominant street and side 

street. 

Both are of equal importance and require additional 

care with specific design. Special attention must be 

paid to proportions and the design of windows, doors 

and architectural elements.

Flanking gaps between buildings also need care. 

If gaps are wider than 6m, then flank wall must be 

treated as a front elevation articulated with windows 

and other architectural elements. 

NATURAL SURVEILLANCE

The public fronts of dwellings must provide windows 

that allow a clear view of the street. Bay window 

features and windows on corners maximise the 

opportunity for natural surveillance, as well as 

windows overlooking parking areas.
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3.3 | Layout Principles

LAYOUTS  ALONG HEDGEROWS

In most locations, retained hedgerows will form part of 

public open spaces and be maintained as such. 

Where retained hedgerows run though housing 

proposals they will continue to be public land.

The open space at hedgerows will a minimum of 4m 

either side of the centre line of the hedge.

Outside this exclusion zone residential layouts will 

include the public fronts of proposals and will run 

parallel to streets, edge lanes and public footpaths.

The variations of interfaces to proposal are:-

1. ‘Private drive’ as housing frontage;

2. ‘Street or lane’ as housing frontage; or

3. Combination of streets.

a. Existing hedgerow and trees influence 

the layout

b. Private drive / footway close to mature 

hedgerow

c. Houses facing mature trees and 

hedgerow

d. Properties set back from hedgerow

e. 3.6m carriage to allow for fire access

f. 2m parking on hedgerow side of road to 

include 0.8m pedestrian access

g. 2m footway for safe passing zone

h. Parking on plot subject to internal layout



1. Private drive housing frontage only

2. Edge street as housing frontage 

3. Combination of streets 

A

B1
H

D

C

D

C

A

B

D D

C C

G GF F

A

E

E
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3.3 | Layout Principles

BLOCK STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRAL AREA AT 
MONEY HILL

Proposals will be defined by the Layout Principles 

described in this section including:

• The organisation of perimeter blocks;

• The arrangement of public and private space;

• Ensuring that corner buildings respond to their 

setting the need for natural surveillance; and,

• Responding to the location of retained 

hedgerows.

With consideration of these matters alongside privacy 

distance and the centre line of movement corridors, 

the principles for the Money Hill Square Focal Space 

(Section 3.5) can be achieved.

Location of the central area - sections identified overleaf

A

B

A

B
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SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B
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3.4 | Streets

MOVEMENT HIERARCHY - STREET TYPES

The design of the movement network is based on 

a grid of connected streets. The street types are:-

1. Main Street(p22-26)
2. Link Street (p27)
3. Tertiary Street 1 (p28)
4. Community Street (p29)
5. Tertiary Street 2 (p30)

See p. 49 for adopted streets plan.

ONE SIDED TERTIARY STREET MANAGEMENT

One sided Tertiary Streets will be offered to LCC 

for adoption. Where not offered for adoption, these 

must be covenanted to maintain public access as a 

‘permissive path’. In this context the house builder 

will ensure the routes can be maintained in the 

future and that public access and access for refuse 

and emergency vehicles can be achieved.  This 

will require a management company to retain the 

extent of the Edge Lane and incorporating it into the 

overall ‘estate management plan’ of common areas.

Where edge lanes adjacent to public open space are 

not adopted and remain private, a public footpath will 

be retained at the parcel edge. See p.30 for section.

Areas of common management must be clearly 

marked on the layout plan, and will be agreed 

as part of the land transfer arrangements. 

Reserved matters applications will 
employ the range of streets types 
described in this section and as 
illustrated. They must not be designed 
in isolation of the residential layout and 
must be illustrated as one composition 
that shows character generated from the 
‘place’ not the ‘car’.  

Link Street Residential Street

Community Street

Main Street (to include bus route)

Link Street (to include bus route)

Link Street (with connection to 

facilitate internal street network)

Tertiary Street 1 (junction connection to 

facilitate internal street network)

Community Street

Tertiary Street 2

Street section reference (see overleaf)

Edge Lane / Private Drive

Street design must accord with the 
Leicestershire Highway Design Guide. 
Proposed drainage infrastructure must 
comply with Section DG12 of part 3 of the 
guide.  See Appendix 2.

CONNECTING ONE PARCEL TO ANOTHER

Connections from the strategic highway 

network will be provided to all individual parcels. 

Adjoining parcels must also  connect streets 

and footpaths across their shared boundary.

None of the street types are to be severed by 
bollards, fences or other landscape features.



1a

1b

1c

1d

3
2

4

5

1e
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Future phase not forming 
part of this design code

Future phase not forming part 
of this design code
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3.4 | Streets

MAIN STREET - LOCATION 1A

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A 6.75m Carriageway

Footway B 2m footway

Verge C 3m (proposed trees must be 7m from faces of homes)

Set-back D 1-3m Private set-back

Footway / cycleway E 3m combined cycle/footway

Public Open Space F Including enhanced hedgerow and landscaped pathway

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served Not restricted

Direct access to properties Occasional – subject to context 

Boundary treatment Brick walls to match materials palette for this location (see p. 46)

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway/shared surface on each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to 
compensate for wide verges

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

Frontage dwelling Park

Extent of Adoptable Management company
Management company

ABCD E F

CHARACTER
• 2.5 storey semi detached buildings  (see 

heights on p. 8) overlooking open space

• Combined cycle footway to provide links to school
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MAIN STREET - LOCATION 1B

Specification

Central Meridian A 4m minimum width

Minimum Carriageway width B Single direction 3.7m + 2m on street parking

Footway C1 2m

Footway / cycleway C2 3m combined cycle/footway

Verge D 1m

Landscaped cycle/footway E Old Coal Road to include 3m pedestrian and cycleway

Building set back F 1-2m

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served No frontage access to dwellings in the region of the square

Direct access to properties Occasional – subject to context 

Boundary treatment No boundary treatment

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical 
crests

25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway/shared surface on each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to compensate for 
wide verges

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

Extent of Adoptable

C2BB AC1 DF E

Management company

CHARACTER
• 3 storey buildings overlooking Money 

Hill Square (see p. 8 & 38-39)

• Minimal building setback to enclose space

• Central meridian to separate vehicle movements

• Landscaped pedestrian / cycle 

route along Coal Road
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3.4 | Streets

MAIN STREET - LOCATION 1C

Extent of Adoptable

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A 6.75m Carriageway

Footway B1 2m

Footway / cycleway B2 3m combined cycle/footway

Set-back C 4m enhanced hedgerow

Public Open Space D Including enhanced hedgerow and landscaped cycleway/footway

Edge lane E 4.8m shared surface 

Set-back F Not less than 1m

Set-back G Varied width not less than 1m

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served Not restricted

Direct access to properties Occasional – subject to context 

Boundary treatment Brick walls to match materials palette for this location (see p. 46) & hedgerow and 
soft landscape for dwellings served by access lane

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway/shared surface on each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to 
compensate for wide verges

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

G B1 A B2 C ED F

Management company

CHARACTER
• 2.5 storey semi detached buildings overlooking 

open space (see heights on p. 8)

• Combined cycle footway to provide links to school

• Shared surface edge lane 
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MAIN STREET - LOCATION 1D

Extent of Adoptable

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A 6.75m Carriageway

Footway / cycleway B 3m combined cycle/footway

Footway C 2m

Landscaped cycle/footway D Old Coal Road to include 3m pedestrian and cycleway

Public Open Space E 3m

Edge lane F 4.8m shared surface 

Set-back G 2-3m private set-back

Public Open Space H Public open space including surface water attenuation

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served Not restricted

Direct access to properties Occasional – subject to context 

Boundary treatment Hedgerow and soft landscape for dwellings served by access lane

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway/shared surface on each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to 
compensate for wide verges

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

H C A B D E F G

Management company Management company

CHARACTER
• 2.5 storey semi detached buildings looking across 

Main Street to open space (see heights on p. 8)

• Landscaped pedestrian / cycle 

route along Coal Road

• Shared surface edge lane 
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3.4 | Streets

MAIN STREET - LOCATION 1E

Extent of Adoptable

C A B D F

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A 6.75m Carriageway

Footway / cycleway B 3m combined cycle/footway

Footway C 2m

Public Open Space D Including enhanced hedgerow and landscaped cycleway/footway

Planting to car park E Min 2m 

Set-back F Min 5m landscape set-back from Care buildings

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served Not restricted

Direct access to properties Occasional – subject to context 

Boundary treatment Tree planting and hedgerow between main street and care

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical 
crests

25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway/shared surface on each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to compensate for 
wide verges

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

E

Management 
company

Management 
company

CHARACTER
• Landscape boundary to car park

• 2.5 - 3 storey care buildings to overlook 

open space (see heights on p. 8)

• Landscaped pedestrian / cycle 

route along Coal Road



LINK STREET - 2

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A 6.75m Carriageway

On street parking B Within select verge locations

Footway C 2m footway

Set-back D 2-3m Private set-back

Cycleway No cycleway

Bus lane and stops No bus lane - stops within carriageway 

Number of properties served Not restricted

Direct access to properties Occasional

Boundary treatment Hedgerow planting to delineate front gardens

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Service/ refuse vehicles using own side of road throughout

Verge 3m (proposed trees must be 7m from faces of homes)

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway each side

Speed restraint measures Materials change, tree planting, enclosure by buildings, build outs to compensate 
for wide verges, buildings terminate long views

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

Extent of Adoptable

A B CC DD
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CHARACTER
• 2.5 storey dwellings to enclose 

street (see heights on p. 8)

• Occasional verge features to provide street variety, 

and to allow bus stops within carriageway
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3.4 | Streets

TYPICAL TERTIARY STREET 1 (TWO SIDED)- LOCATION 3

A B CCD D

Extent of Adoptable

Specification

Min. Carriageway width A  5.5m Carriageway

On street parking B Within selected verge locations

Footway C  min. 2m Footway each side

Set-back D  1-3m Private set-back

Cycleway None – within carriageway

Bus lane and stops N/A

Number of properties served 400

Direct access to properties Yes

Boundary treatment Hedgerow planting to delineate front gardens

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated Removals/ refuse vehicles enter & leave using own side of road only (assuming 
20mph)

Verge Occasional soft verge to be provided 3m (proposed trees must be 7m from 
faces of homes)

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 25m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In footway each side

Speed restraint measures On street parking, planters/ build outs, materials change, enclosure by 
buildings, horizontal alignment changes, buildings terminating long views

Design speed 30 kph (20 mph)

CHARACTER
• 2-2.5 storey detached and semi detached 

dwellings (see heights on p. 8)

• Occasional verge and parking features for street variety

• Building setback to allow for landscaped front gardens
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TYPICAL COMMUNITY STREET - LOCATION 4

A/B/CD D

Extent of Adoptable

Specification

Carriageway width A/C
Normally 7.5 m shared surface (to include defined path set by vehicle 
tracking). Also to include 1m service strip to accommodate services.  

On street parking B Occasional 2m parking

Footway A/C Combined (7.5 shared surface)

Set-back D 1-3m Private set-back

Cycleway No Cycleway

Bus lane and stops N/A

Number of properties served 50

Direct access to properties Yes

Boundary treatment Low level soft landscape planting to delineate front gardens

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated
Refuse vehicles passing car on street. Built to adoptable standards and swept 
path analysis to be included in reserved matters applications.

Verge None

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 17m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side Comply with Leicestershire Highway Design Guide

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) In shared surface

Speed restraint measures
On street parking, planters/ build outs, materials change, enclosure by 
buildings, horizontal alignment changes, buildings terminating long views

Design speed 20 kph (15 mph)

CHARACTER
• 2 storey detached and semi detached 

dwellings (see heights on p. 8)

• Shared surface street 

• Small building setback to enclose the 

street with landscaped front gardens

• Variety of parking types: frontage, on plot & flank
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3.4 | Streets

A/C D

Delivered as part of 
housing design

Management Company

TYPICAL TERTIARY STREET 2 (ONE SIDED)- LOCATION 5

Specification

Carriageway width A/C

Either adopted as combined 7.5m corridor as dictated by Leicestershire 
County Council, 
Or combined 4m shared surface including permissive path rights 
Or 4m private drive with 2m footway at edge of parcel (NO FENCE 
BETWEEN THE TWO)

On street parking Occasional 2m parking on hedgerow side of carriageway

Footway A/C See above

Set-back D 1 - 5m Private set-back

Cycleway No Cycleway

Bus lane and stops N/A

Number of properties served 25

Direct access to properties Yes

Boundary treatment Low level soft landscape planting to delineate front gardens

Vehicle swept path to be accommodated
Removals vans access at about 5mph. Built to adoptable standards and swept 
path analysis to be included in reserved matters applications

Verge None

Visibility distance at junctions, bends and vertical crests 17m

Junction spacing - same side/opposite side N/A

Min. Horizontal curve radius Stats. 20m

Fall Not more than 1:20

Services (excl. storm drainage) Demarcated strip in shared surface - drainage to centre-line of road

Speed restraint measures On street parking, planters/ build outs, materials change

Design speed 20 kph (15 mph)

Management company

Variant with footway (section 
and plan)

A/C

VARIATION
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Here are a range of examples that contain useful 

lessons for the Money Hill development.

CROSSING THE ROAD

People like to walk in straight lines. The design 

of public spaces at Money Hill must allow 

easy direct pedestrian access to popular 

destinations like the parks and the school.

Highway design will aid this and not prioritise 

cars over the movement of people on foot. 

The Money Hill development will address 

this relationship by ensuring a balanced 

approach between drivers and those on 

foot. In particular it will avoid highway design 

that acts as a pedestrian severance. 

OAKGROVE

A crossing with low visual clutter, relying on 
a low-profile ramp and limited road markings. 
Sometimes the best design is invisible.

WIXAMS

A pedestrian crossing that is designed as part of a 
comprehensive hard landscaped scheme to suite 
the setting and uses of a Local Centre. The extent 
of blockwork on carriageway before the crossing 
feature supports early speed reduction.ZURICH

A striking contemporary design for a pedestrian 
crossing that is constructed of cheap materials but is 
successful through a high standard of installation.

RUGBY

A comprehensively landscape led scheme that allows 
straight pedestrian access across carriageway. A 
quality integration of hard and soft landscape. 

BANBURY

The visual clues ensure pedestrian priority. 
However, the scheme is weakened by imposing 
left over space in the form of grassed areas leading 
to increased maintenance obligations. 

This complies with some of the design requirements for 
helping people cross the carriageway. However, it does 
nothing to reduce the traffic speed. The visual clues ensure 
the pedestrian is submissive and the driver is prioritized.

CUCKFIELD
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3.5 | Focal Spaces 

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD CLUSTERS ARE:

1. Lamp Green (p 34-35)

2. Money Hill Square (p 36-37)

3. Orchard Gardens (p 38-39)

4. Bakers Green (p 40-41)

LANDSCAPE OF SPACES WILL PROVIDE:

• Informal amenity

• Quiet spaces

• Potential for wetland features

• Pedestrian movement across and around the 

space

• Mature tree retention

• Cared for within a management plan  

BUILDINGS AROUND SPACES WILL PROVIDE:

• A sense of enclosure

• Frontage elevations with front doors

• Reduced visual impact of cars

Examples of building details that will be delivered in 

the focal spaces are shown in the following photos.

Small open spaces will form the central 
feature of four  neighbourhood clusters, 
either as a residential green or civic 
square. Reserved matters applications 
must be illustrated as one composition 
with the open space that forms their 
centrepiece.

Brick stringcourse and bay

Timber porch feature

Load bearing traditional brick chimney as part 
of feature gable and window arrangement

Feature bay window - active front to streets

Double height bay window
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LAMP 
GREEN

MONEY HILL 
SQUARE

BAKERS 
GREEN

ORCHARD 
GARDENS
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3.5 | Lamp Green

LAMP GREEN

Lamp Green will provide a formal open space as 

the setting of dwellings. It will allow pedestrian 

connectivity to and through the space. It will be a 

flexible space that will function as informal play with 

seating. The green will form part of the setting for the 

retained hedgerow to the south. Houses will have 

either frontage access drives or footpath access with 

rear parking.

Development plot with frontage 

to gardens

Development plot with frontage 

to gardens

Link

Street

Community 

Street

Roofs

Lamp Green

Not less than 1250sqm

including seating, surface 

water attenuation features and 

accommodating slopes

Sense of enclosure 36-40m x 75-80m

MATERIAL SWATCH

See section 3.8 for full materials plan

Brick 2: Light red tones

Complementary colour: 
render/roughcast

Roofing 3: Red-grey tiles

Roofing 2: Dark grey tiles

Walls



Community 

Street
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Connecting Street

Marker building to terminate 

long vista from Main Street 

(see pages 50-51)

Existing hedgerow 

integrated into street 

and housing layout and 

framing sense of enclosure

Feature corner building 

with dual elevation

(see pages 16-17)

Housing fronting onto 

Lamp Green with parking 

to the side flank of the 

house

Marker building 

(see pages 52-53) 
Natural open space based around pond and wetland planting

Public footway or private drive frontage (not 

in residential parcel), with a connection to all 

front doors

Wide frontage houses of 

varying scale

This illustrative plan is intended to 
suggest the general principles for 
houses at Lamp Green. Specific designs 
including detailed layouts will rely 
on reserved matters proposals for 
specific parcels.
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3.5 | Money Hill Square

MONEY HILL SQUARE

Money Hill Square provides a focal point for the 

entrance to the school, a space framed by 3 storey 

townhouses, appealing to all parts of the community. 

It is a space which includes hard landscape, as well as 

the retained hedgerow associated with the coal road. 

Pedestrian links connect the school to the residential 

areas beyond the square.

Combined 

pedestrian and 

cycle link not less 

than 3m

3 storey development with 

potential for mixed use (subject to 

market conditions): commercial 

ground floor and residential 

development above

3-2.5 storey residential 

development

3 storey development with 

potential for mixed use (subject to 

market conditions): commercial 

ground floor and residential 

development above

3-2.5 storey residential 

development

Street cross 

section not less 

than 12m

Potential continuous 

frontage not less than 90%

Potential continuous 

frontage not less than 90%

Roofs

MATERIAL SWATCH

See section 3.8 for full materials plan

Stock Brick 1: Dark red

Complementary colour: 
render/roughcast

Roofing 3: Grey-blue tile

Roofing 1: Slate grey tiles

Walls

Where rear parking is proposed, it must accord with 

NWLDC’s Good Design SPD and Section 3.9 of this 

Design Code.

Block depths may need to vary and will be subject to 

detailed design.
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This illustrative plan is intended to 
suggest the general principles for 
buildings at Money Hill Square. Specific 
designs including detailed layouts will 
rely on reserved matters proposals for 
specific parcels.

Combined pedestrian and 

cycleway link through to 

residential neighbourhood 

direct from school access

Tree planting in central meridian

Marker buildings to frame link

Small setback of 

residential ground floors 

to enclose space

Town houses used 

to frame the space of 

Money Hill Square

Potential for commercial 

ground floors subject to 

market conditions

On street parking to allow drop off to school

Area for bus stops (see page 15)

Increased depth of hedgerow 

planting to screen school site

Retained Coal Road with 

enhanced hedgerows 

as part of combined 

pedestrian cycle way
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3.5 | Orchard Gardens

ORCHARD GARDENS

Orchard Gardens will provide a formal setting which 

is framed around a number of retained trees. The 

gardens will be a flexible space, functioning as 

informal play with seating, and will include features to 

accommodate level changes.

Walls Roofs

MATERIAL SWATCH

Sense of enclosure 68-71m x 45-50m

Orchard GardensDevelopment plot Development plot

Front garden Front garden

Community Community

with frontage to with frontage to 

1-3 m depth 1-3 m depth

Street Street

gardens gardens

Not less than 1500 sqm

Including features to accommodate slopes

See section 3.8 for full 
materials plan

Brick 2: Light red tones

Complementary colour: 
render/roughcast

Roofing 3: Grey-blue tiles

Roofing 2: Red-grey tiles
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This illustrative plan is intended to 
suggest the general principles for houses 
at Orchard Gardens. Specific designs 
including detailed layouts will rely 
on reserved matters proposals for 
specific parcels.

Central space to accommodate retained trees 

from existing landscape

Connecting hedgerow and 

footpath linking Orchard 

Gardens to the brook 

corridor open space

Marker building as centre piece 

to the gardens (see pages 50-51)

Corner building with frontage on the two 

public façades

Stepped houses to accommodate the 

fall of the land

Main entrance to the 

Orchard Gardens  from 

Nottingham Road

Three storey frontage  

arranged as either care 

home, town houses or 

apartments
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3.5 | Bakers Green

BAKERS GREEN

Bakers Green provides a formal open space on the link 

street through to strategic open space. The space is 

framed by dwellings and includes seating and formal 

planting. 

Sense of enclosure 31-34m x 75-80m

Baker’s GreenDevelopment plot Development plot

Front garden Link Street

Front garden

with frontage to with frontage to 

1-3m depth

Marker house 

(see pages 50-51)

3-5m depth

green green

Not less than 700 sqm

See section 3.8 for full 
materials plan

Brick 2: Light red tones

Complementary colour: 
render/roughcast

Roofing 1: Grey-blue tiles

Roofing 3: Dark grey tiles

MATERIAL SWATCH
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This illustrative plan is intended to 
suggest the general principles for 
houses at Bakers Green. Specific designs 
including detailed layouts will rely 
on reserved matters proposals for 
specific parcels.

Central green providing 

recreation open space 

including seating, informal play 

and soft planting. 
Street alignment to link to future phase 

of Money Hill neighbourhood and 

access to Main Street

Marker buildings to create legibility for 

though route and to enhance the setting 

of Bakers Green (see pages 50-51)

Street to incorporate space for 

bus stop

Carriageway radii sufficient to allow bus 

tracking within single carriageway but 

not to dictate priority design to respect 

the setting of Bakers Green

Frontage car access with flank 

parking to reduce the visual 

impact of parked cars on the 

street. Integrate parking.

 Street alignment that connects 

for pedestrians and cycles. 

Special streetscape design that 

enhances the setting of Bakers 

Green

Marker building with 

frontage on the two 

public façades 

(see pages 50-51)



MITIGATING NEGATIVE VIEWS

Minimise the negative views to the Pladis distribution 

centre. Reserved matters applications will illustrate 

landscape mitigation and housing orientations that 

provide alternative settings of quality.
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3.6 | Views

WAYFINDING

There are three methods to assist with the movement 

of people around the site.

These are:

• Focal spaces: places which are distinguishable 

from their surroundings by a certain identity;

• Nodes: focal points or places where decisions are 

made; and

• Landmarks: easily identifiable objects or locations 

which act as reference points. 

At Money Hill, it is proposed to use a combination 

of these features to create a legible and memorable 

place.

FOCAL SPACES

• Refers to the four focal spaces which 

are elaborated in section 3.5

NODES

• Street Junctions and open space intersections 
related to the masterplan framework for 
movement

MARKER BUILDINGS

• Buildings as markers on corners (see p.48)

• Terminating views with key buildings (see p.48)

• Crossing points

• Views to off site tree blocks

ARRIVAL VIEWS

Views of prominent façades. Must be treated with 

great care as a marker design to set the impression for 

the whole neighbourhood.  

LANDSCAPE VIEWS

Some streets have the opportunity to frame views of 

open space. These must be illustrated in 3D as part 

of reserved matters applications. Landscape and 

housing design proposals will illustrate the setting of 

schemes within these views. 

The main open spaces follow the line of 
the brook and Coal Road. They provide 
spaces that will be used for long views 
and visually link landscape beyond the 
site to residential character within the 
site. 

Views of key spaces within the site must 
be exploited by housing design with 
the use of features such as large scale 
windows allowing good aspect. 

Buildings designed to frame the Brook 

corridor. These must be designed in 

conjunction with the marker buildings on p.51.

Planting new trees at the end of streets will enhance 

legibility and character where views to tree blocks do 

not exist.

Balconies must be used frequently to address open space
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Future phase not forming 
part of this design code

Future phase not forming part 
of this design code



3.7 | Quality of Buildings

• NWLDC are expecting housing designs to be 
ambitious in creating a high-quality place.

• NWLDC require a strong set of ideas to be 
put forward, with respectful visual links to the 
character of Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

• NWLDC need to see examples of the best 
schemes possible based on the house builder’s 
national portfolio and not what has been typical at 
local level.

This will form the basis of a good working relationship 
that will favour quality placemaking.

Willingness to engage, use of imagination and mutual 
support will create residential quality. It will provide 
assurances that can improve the rate of housing 
delivery. 
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The Money Hill housebuilders are committed to these 
aspirations, as demonstrated in corporate strategies 
which reference the importance of placemaking 
alongside customer care. 

The following page illustrates recently completed 
schemes where housebuilders have demonstrated a 
care for quality design and place making. 

They encompass consideration of the themes 
included in this design code, including: good 
connections, wayfinding and marker buildings, the 
layout of streets and lanes and the management of 
parking and bins. They show an equal importance has 
been the placement of buildings around key spaces.

• 3 storey 

• Contemporary frontage

• Dual aspect facing both sides streets at corner

• Distinct gable feature.

• 3 storey 

• Town houses with access to rear parking 

• Access forming an integral part of the facade design

• Varied roofline

• Wide frontage 

• Space for soft landscape frontage

• Good use of symmetry

• Balcony feature to overlook street



• Use of quality materials which are characteristic of the 
local area

• Use of coloured fenestration contributing to 
character

• Mix of 2, 2.5 and 3 storey buildings contributing to 
setting of village green

• Use of drive-throughs for rear parking areas

• Continuous build line which includes bedrooms over 
parking accessed from the rear

• Well managed street scene

• Use of string courses and window lintels to define 
horizontal proportions

• Feature bay windows on marker buildings

• Use of chimney to punctuate build line

• Good definition of street edge

• Well proportioned features on buildings including 
bays

• Use of multi-tone red brick and grey roof tile

• Use of broken frontage line to accommodate slopes

• Successful use of symmetry

• Coloured fenestration in combination with brick 
specials

• Diverse roofline

• Soft landscape setback to private drive

• Porch and bay features add to building variety

• Well designed building junctions means that less 
decoration is a benefit.
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3.8 | Materials

Brick 1: Dark red stock brick

Variation of surface tones

Roofing 2: Red - grey terracotta 
tile used to punctuate skyline 
for streetscape purposes, e.g. 
Sandtoft 20/20. Use only black 
rainwater goods

Roofing 3: Grey - blue concrete. 
Ridge and hip tiles from same 
pallet

Roofing 1: Slate grey high quality 
concrete tile e.g. Forticrete 
Gemini

Brick 2: Light red stock brick

Variation of surface tones

White render or roughcast

Timber dormer and porch 
dressings in grey
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Walls

60%

70% 70%

55%

50%

40% 50%

30%

25% 25%

40%

45%

Map ref.

Roofs

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS

BRICK TILE

BUILDING AND ROOF MATERIALS

The materials will enforce the legibility of the Money 

Hill development, with colours to pick up on the 

distinctive parts of Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Dwellings 

fronting open space, key streets and focal spaces will 

have their own specific materials palette, as shown 

below and in the focal spaces in section 3.5.
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p. 30

p. 32

p. 36

p. 34
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3.9 | Parking & Waste Collection 

PARKING TYPES

Applications for reserved matters must adhere to:

• Manual for Streets (CLG and DfT 2007) and 

Manual for Streets 2 (CLG and DfT 2010);

• Safer Places. The Planning System and Crime 

Prevention (ODPM, 2004);

• NWLDC’s Good Design SPD (2017); and

• Building for Life 12 (2016).

Parking dimension will be not less than: 2.4m x 5.5m, 

add 0.5m if bounded by wall, fence, hedge, line of 

trees or other similar obstructions on 1 side, 1m if 

bounded on both sides. See Good Design SPD.

NWLDC Good Design SPD (2017) states a minimum 

of two spaces must be provided per property 

regardless of tenure. A minimum of three spaces must 

be provided regardless of tenure for homes of four 

bedrooms or more. 

Good Design SPD

BfL 12

STREET ADOPTION

The street plan (right) shows where streets will be 

built to adoptable standards and compliant to LCC 

Highways design requirements, and be offered to 

LCC for adoption. This connected street network must 

ensure pedestrian and cycle connections across the 

wider site, and allows for waste collection in forward 

gear on adopted streets.
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Future phase not forming 
part of this design code

Future phase not forming part 
of this design code

Potential 
connection

Potential future
connection
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3.9 | Parking & Waste Collection 

REFUSE & RECYCLING - STORAGE AS PART OF 
THE DWELLING

Reserved matters applications must show compliance 

to Leicestershire County Council (LCC) Waste 

Management Strategy and NLWDC’s Good Design 

SPD.

The number of bins to be stored as each house will be:

The size, location and orientation of refuse and 

recycling bins within housing layouts must be: 

• Discreetly placed to reduce visual intrusion and 

nuisance;

• Within close proximity of collection vehicle routes;

• Housed in well designed enclosures that 

effectively screen the bins and are consistent with 

the architectural treatment of dwellings within the 

layout;

• Be wide enough to accommodate refuse and 

recycling collection vehicles, with tracking 

and swept path illustrated using waste vehicle 

dimensions;

• Be built to adoptable standards in their sub-base 

make up; and,

• Maximise the capability for recycling vehicles to 

remain in forward gear whilst servicing the site. 

The following illustrations show the integration of 

refuse within housing. If none of these solutions are 

adopted and bins are located to the front of dwellings, 

well designed screening must be incorporated into the 

whole scheme.

The number of bins moved to accessible locations for 

bin collection is subject to LCC guidance but a single 

black bin and four recycling containers are essential 

on alternate weeks.

Where Waste Collection and Recycling Points are 

proposed, these must: 

• Be located adjacent to the highway;

• Provide 1.25sq/m per unit served; and 

• Be clearly demarcated, for example by different 

surfacing and labelled (see NWLDC’s Good 

Design SPD).
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4.0 | Additional Code Elements

EXTRA CARE

If the care element of the scheme is to be progressed, 

the size and location of this use is defined on page 9. 

 

Vehicular access to this site will be from the south, 

closest to Nottingham Road. The number of parking 

spaces will be agreed with the Local Authority, 

ensuring that on street parking is avoided and 

alternative modes of transport are promoted.

The care facility potentially has three public frontages 

of 2.5 - 3 storeys: south, east and west. These frontages 

must be positively faced with buildings, in materials 

that match this area of the site (see p. 34 and 47). 

Windows must face the streets to the east and south, 

and open space to the west. 

The northern edge of the site for care will be defined 

by the boundary to rear gardens of properties.

3 storey care development overlooking open space
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4.0 | Additional Code Elements

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

The landscape parameter plan submitted and 

approved as part of the outline application (15/00512/
OUTM) illustrates the principles for the management of 
surface water. This is shown on the adjacent page.

The design and access statement as submitted for 

the outline application (15/00512/OUTM) defines the 

following features:

Wetland Areas

A wetland area will occur along the watercourse 

corridor. The existing watercourse channel will be 

re-profiled to provide online storage for storm water. 

This will improve the biodiversity of the watercourse 

and will create a new amenity space with reed and 

marginal planting.

Attenuation Areas

Attenuation areas will be introduced near to the 

points where the existing watercourses exit the site. 

These ponds will form the final sections of the SuDS 

management train, controlling the release of water into 

watercourses beyond the site. Most of the time they 

will be semi dry basins, but they will have the capacity 

to attenuate peak storm run off flow. There is an 

opportunity for them to have grassed terraced banks 

and areas of reed, tree and marginal planting which 

will improve biodiversity and provide a new amenity 

space for local residents.

For additional SuDs features, refer to The SuDS Manual 

(C753) and refer to NWLDC’s Good Design SPD.
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Examples of SuDs features, including wetland planting
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5.0 | The Parcels

PARCELS & BLOCK ARRANGEMENT

This page defines the parcels at Money Hill, key 
buildings and the frontage arrangements. 

Key buildings and frontages detailed on the plan are a 
necessary element for successful placemaking. 

The organisation of frontages helps to provide a sense 
of enclosure, or openness, depending on the location.

The plan also shows the organisation of parcel 
boundaries, which must not be deviated from.

FRONTAGES

BOUNDARIESMARKER BUILDINGS

Continuous Frontage 
Formal build line, few breaks not more 
than 1.2m, largely continuous frontage of 
2.5 - 3 storeys

Semi Continuous Frontage 
Consistent building frontage articulated 
by occasional variations

Loose Frontage 
Consistent building frontage broken by 
side of plot parking arrangements and 
landscape features

Used as markers
Buildings at the focus of converging 
major spaces should be designed as 
marker with special building elements 
that respond to setting. Proposals will 
illustrate a range of features such as large 
scale windows, balconies and a varied 
roofline.

Used with vistas
Buildings which terminate vistas, such as 
those at the end of a street or long view 
are to incorporate special features, or 
vary in their style or massing in order to 
punctuate the build line and accentuate 
their special location. 

Submissions for reserved matters must include a 
comprehensive scheme for boundary treatment. 
Public and private space interfaces must be 
demarcated vertically either with walls (where 
continuous frontage is proposed along the main 
street) or landscape features.
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R6B

R6A

R5B

R4A

R4B

R5A

R5C

R1

Care

R2

CP

R3B

R3A

Sch.
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6.0 | Appendix 1

OUTLINE PERMISSION

The preparation of the masterplan and design code 
and their approval by the planning authority is a 
requirement of the conditions attached to the planning 
permission for Money Hill (ref 15/00512/OUTM), 
granted in August 2016. The masterplan and design 
code needs to be approved before reserved matters 
applications are submitted and approved for the 
relevant areas.

Outline permission was granted in August 2016 for:

‘Development of 605 residential dwellings, including 
a 60 unit extra care centre (C2), a new primary school 
(D1), a new community hall (D1), new neighbourhood 
retail use (A1), new public open space and vehicular 
access from the A511 and Nottingham Road (outline - 
all matters other than part access reserved)’.

CONDITION 5: MASTERPLAN

Condition 5 of 15/00512/OUTM states:

“Notwithstanding Conditions 1,2,and 3, the first 
reserved matters application shall include a 
masterplan for the whole of the site setting out 
indicative details of site layout, areas of open space 
/ children’s play, landscaping, density parameters 
and scale, as well as details of any proposed phasing 
of development. The masterplan shall accord 
with the principles of the submitted Design and 
Access Statement. All subsequent reserved matters 
applications shall be in accordance with the approved 
masterplan unless any alteration to the masterplan is 
first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
All development on site shall therefore be undertaken 
in accordance with the agreed phasing and timetable 
details (or any alternatives subsequently agreed in 
writing by the local planning authority)”.

 “To ensure that the development of the site (including 
where undertaken in a phased manner) takes place 
in a consistent and comprehensive manner, and to 
ensure that the proposed development delivers the 
proposed residential and non-residential development 
at the appropriate time”.

CONDITION 8: DESIGN CODE

Condition 8 of 15/00512/OUTM states:

‘No development shall commence on the site until 
such time as a Design Code for the entirety of the 
developed area shown on Parameter Plan 1 - Land 
Use and Amount (021.1 Rev H 10.06.2015) has been 
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.

The Design Code shall substantially accord with 
the principles and parameters described and 
illustrated in the Design and Access Statement, and 
demonstrate compliance with Building for Life 12 (or 
any subsequent replacement standard issued by the 
Design Council/CABE or any successor organisation).’

PARAMETERS PLAN

The parameters plan for the outline permission, 

referenced in Condition 8 is included here.





6.0 | Appendix 2

LEICESTERSHIRE HIGHWAYS DESIGN GUIDE 
(LHDG)

All applications for reserved matters must be 
in accordance with the guidance set out in the 
Leicestershire Highways Design Guide. Key points for 
consideration include the following.

JUNCTIONS AND TURNING HEADS

Turning head geometry is to be in accordance with 
figure DG4b of Part 3 of the LHDG and be present at 
the end of all cul-de-sacs. They should include 2m 
wide footways around their full extent. Where there are 
no direct frontages, 1m hard-surfaced service margins 
may be acceptable. All junction geometry is to be in 
accordance with table DG5 of Part 3 of the LHDG.

VISIBILITY

The visibility distance required at junctions, bends 
and vertical crests for major access roads and access 
roads with a 20mph design speed is 25m. However if 
5% of actual or predicted total traffic flow are HGVs and 
buses then the visibility distance required is 27m, see 
table DG4 of Part 3 of the LHDG for reference.

The visibility distance required at junctions, bends 
and vertical crests for shared surfaces (and therefore 
a 15mph design speed) is 17m (table DG4 of Part 3 
of the LHDG). Ensure forward visibility is contained 
wholly within the highway and free from obstruction 
such as trees.

SPEED CONTROL

The maximum distance permitted between junctions, 
the tangent points of 90 degree bends or speed 
control features for major access roads and access 
roads is 60 metres in accordance with table DG8 of 
Part 3 of the LHDG.

Further consideration could be provided on the 
suitability of speed control upon submission of 
detailed design drawings, therefore this can be 
considered in conjunction with a review alongside the 
indicative housing layout. 

Ramps to speed control tables, build outs, etc should 
not clash with vehicular crossovers to driveways.

BEND WIDENING

Bend widening is required on roads serving more 
than 25 dwellings that curve through more than 10 
degrees. Refer to para 3.33 and table DG6 of Part 3 of 
the LHDG for guidance. 

Appropriate vehicle tracking will be required if no bend 
widening is offered in accordance Para 3.35.

COMMUTED SUMS

Areas which are not required for the safe and 
satisfactory function of the highway for example on-
street parking bays, ‘central meridians’, verges and 
trees will be subject to a commuted sum. See section 
MC18 of Part 4 of the LHDG for further information.

TREES

Tree species proposed in the highway to be 
agreed with Leicestershire County Council Forestry 
department. Where trees are proposed within or 
adjacent to the highway, root deflectors or root 
protection barriers will be required. For further 
guidance on the use of trees within the highway 
corridor please refer to section DG13 of Part 3 of the 
LHDG

PRIVATE DRIVES (EDGE LANE)

For shared drives that are to remain private please refer 
to section DG18 of Part 3 of the LHDG for guidance on 
dropped kerb requirements, access widths dependant 
on number of dwellings served, etc. For guidance on 
long private drives requirements regarding refuse and 
emergency vehicle access, please refer to paragraphs 
3.219 – 3.220 of Part 3 of the LHDG.

OTHER ITEMS

All drainage infrastructures should be in accordance 
with DG12 of Part 3 of the LHDG.

Gradients within the development must accord to 
table DG1 and section DG2 of Part 3 of the LHDG. It 
must be ensured that surface water from private land/ 
drives does not run or pool in the public highway.
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